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 SOUTH ASIA

 Buddhisminthe Shadow of Brahmanism. By Johannes Bronkhorst. Leiden;
 Boston: Brill, 2011. viii, 293 pp. $169.00 (cloth).
 doi: 10. 1017/S002191 181 1002798

 This book, written by one of today s most prolific scholars of classical India, is
 a follow-up on his recent book, Greater Magadha: Studies in the Early Culture of
 India (Leiden; Boston: Brill, 2007), in which he, among other things, laid out the
 bold thesis that the concepts of rebirth and karmic retribution had been devel-
 oped in non-Brãhmanical circles in north-east India before they were
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 developed a vision of political rule (with the concept of the king as bodhisattva )
 and ritual skills to protect the state (with Tantric practices), both of which,
 however, could not compete anymore with the established Brãhmanical tradition.
 A number of subchapters in the book had been (or will be) published elsewhere,
 and some of those interesting studies have rather loose connections to its main
 theme. The book provides numerous discussions of particular matters, and the
 enormous range of references - to both primary and secondary sources -
 makes it a treasure trove for future investigations. For the general theme, two
 factors seem to deserve some more attention: the diversity and tensions within
 Brahmanism (consider, e.g., Brãhmanical asceticism) and its historical develop-
 ments (e.g., the process of "Hinduization"). The ways in which we classify "Brah-
 manism" at any point in history - as a religion, an ideology, a socio-political
 program, a philosophy, and so on - determine the respective relation to "Bud-
 dhism," whose tradition is equally complex. Ašvaghosa is a case in point. Was
 he a Buddhist? A Brahmin? Or perhaps both, somehow? The designations "Brãh-
 manical" and "Buddhist" were never static, and it is our task to sort out their mul-

 tiple meanings and dimensions. This book provides rich food for thought for this
 enterprise.

 Oliver Freiberger

 The University of Texas at Austin
 of@austin.utexas.edu
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